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Abstract
Introduction: Reports indicate that fluorescent staining of smears increases
sensitivity of direct microscopy; so ZN staining is being replaced with fluorescent microscopy in RNTCP in India. Chemical processing and sputum
concentration may also improve sensitivity of microscopy. Objective: To
compare the sensitivity and specificity of microscopy for AFB using ZN and
fluorescent stains in direct and concentrated specimen with culture as gold
standard. Methods: Morning sputum specimen of patients, suspected of having pulmonary tuberculosis, over a period of 6 months was subjected to direct
microscopy using fluorescent stain; the same slide was over-stained with ZN
stain. Same sputum sample was concentrated by Petroff’s method and subjected to fluorescent microscopy followed by ZN microscopy and finally to
culture for AFB. Results: Sensitivity of fluorescent stained concentrated sputum samples was maximum and of ZN stained unprocessed sputum samples
was minimum. Specificity of three of the methods was equal at 0.96 but of ZN
stained concentrated sputum smears was 0.97. Sensitivity of total fluorescent
stains was 0.85 (Specificity 0.96) and sensitivity of total ZN stained smears was
0.80 (Specificity 0.96). Discussion: We used same smear for fluorescent and
ZN stains, so smear related variability is decreased. Blinding for microscopy
was practically complete. Conclusion: The sensitivity of sputum microscopy
for AFB can be increased by concentrating the sputum and using fluorescent
microscopy. The specificity remains high in all the methods.
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1. Introduction
Direct examination of sputum for acid-fast bacilli (AFB) by Ziehl-Neelsen (ZN)
stained smears using conventional microscopy is a standard procedure in the
diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis (TB) in high TB burden countries [1] [2]
[3]. ZN stain has been preferred due to its relative simplicity, high specificity,
low cost of reagents and simple microscope requirements [4]. Overall, over 30
mins may be needed for preparation and examination of each slide, thus limiting
the number of slides that technicians can be expected to reliably examine daily
(~20 - 30) [2] [5]. Different factors that affect ZN sensitivity, smears and smear
staining may be of poor quality, and it may not be possible to examine the recommended number of fields per slide due to fatigue and excessive workload [5].
These factors diminish the sensitivity of ZN microscopy and tuberculosis cases
may be missed.
Fluorescence microscopy uses an acid-fast fluorochrome dye (eg. auramine O
or auramine-rhodamine) with an intense light source such as a halogen or
high-pressure mercury vapour lamp. The most commonly cited advantage of
fluorescence microscopy is the possibility to scan a sputum smear at 250 magnifications rather than at 1000 magnifications, allowing a theoretical reduction of
examination time of the same area to one sixteenth. Practically, the examination
time is reduced about 10-fold with fluorescence compared to bright-field microscopy using a four-fold different magnification (250 vs 1000) [6]. For this reason,
fluorescent microscopy has been proposed by some experts for using in countries with a high prevalence of HIV infection [7] [8] and therefore ZN staining is
being replaced with fluorescent microscopy in RNTCP in India. A potential
shortcoming of fluorescence microscopy is the possibility of false-positive results
because inorganic objects may incorporate fluorochrome dyes [9] [10].
Chemicals, such as sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and a solution of N-acetyl
L-cysteine and sodium hydroxide (NaLC-NaOH) to liquefy sputum, together
with centrifugation, are widely used in modern laboratories [11] [12]. A recent
review of studies using sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl; bleach) to treat sputum
followed by centrifugation found a significant increase in sensitivity compared
with the direct smear method [13].

2. Objectives
The objective of this study was to compare the sensitivity and specificity of microscopy for AFB using ZN and fluorescent stains in direct and concentrated
specimen with culture as gold standard in Dr. RP Government Medical College,
Kangra at Tanda, Himachal Pradesh, India.
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3. Study Population & Methods
The study was conducted after getting approval from Institutional Ethics Committee. All the patients fulfilling inclusion and exclusion criterion over a period
of 6 months were enrolled in the study.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
All the patients who were suspected of having pulmonary tuberculosis by the
principal investigator based on history, clinical examination and x-ray, requiring
microscopy for AFB were included in the study after getting their written informed consent on proforma approved by Institutional Ethics Committee. Patients not willing to participate in the study were excluded.
Study Procedure
Early morning sputum specimen of all the patients was collected in sterile container. These specimens were subjected to direct microscopy using fluorescent
stain (Auramin phenol) and then the same slide was over-stained with ZN stain.
The preparation of smear and staining was done as per RNTCP guidelines.
The same sputum sample was concentrated by petroff’s method using Sodium
Hydroxide and then subjected to microscopy using fluorescent stain (Auramin
phenol) followed by over-staining with ZN stain and finally to culture for AFB
on Lowenstein Johnson medium.
The first direct fluorescent stain microscopy was done by a different technician
and the other technician who did ZN over-staining of this direct sputum smear
was not aware of the status of this smear. The status of the sputum collected from
the patient was not known to the technician who did the concentration and fluorescent microscopy of the smears prepared from the concentrated sputum. For final ZN over-staining and reporting of the concentrated sputum smears a sufficient
time gap of about 2 months was maintained so that the technician was unable to
remember the status of the smears. Moreover the slides after ZN staining of the
concentrated smears were kept by the investigator and provided to the technician
randomly for reporting. Positive and negative control slides were included with
each staining batch for internal quality control of the staining methods. 10% slides
selected randomly were cross-checked by a microbiologist. The grading of sputum
smears was done as per RNTCP guidelines for ZN staining [14] and a quantitation
scale for acid-fast bacillus smears according to stain was used [15].

4. Results
During the study period of six months a total of 601 patients were suspected of
having pulmonary tuberculosis based on history, clinical examination and chest
x-ray and were included in the study. 163 (27.1%) participants were females and
438 (72.9%) were males. Mean (±1 SD) age of the patients was 49.03 (±18.51)
years and range was 4-89 years. 65 percent of suspected tuberculosis and 73 percent of culture positive patients were underweight (BMI < 18.5) and only 1 percent were obese (BMI 30 or more). (Figure 1 & Figure 2)
Clinical profile of study subjects
Majority of the patients (54%) presented with cough with or without other
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Figure 1. Age distribution of male study subjects.

Figure 2. BMI of study subjects.

complaints followed by fever (28%) with or without other complaints. The most
common group of complaint was cough with fever in 18% patients. The median
duration of presenting complaint was 20 days and range was 1 day to 3 years.
(Figure 3)
Majority of the tuberculosis suspects and culture confirmed patients were
having lesions in both lungs. 42% of those patients who had lesions in both lungs
were culture positive, 35% of those with x-ray lesions on left side were positive
on culture and 32% of those with x-ray lesions on right side were positive on
culture.
Sputum profile of study subjects
All 601 suspected tuberculosis patients underwent direct and concentrated
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fluorescent microscopy followed by over-staining with ZN stain and finally culture for AFB. (Table 1)
Sputum smears were graded in 1+, 2+, 3+ and scanty, an indication of the
bacterial load in the sputum. (Tables 2-4)
Following graph (Figure 4) shows clusters of grades as proportion of total
positive samples reported with that method.
When we combined unprocessed or direct fluorescent smears (601 smears)
and processed or concentrated fluorescent stained smears (601 smears) then, a
total of 402 out of 1202 smears (33.4%) were positive for AFB. Similarly clubbing
the data of direct ZN (601 smears) and Concentrated ZN stained smears (601
smears) 376 out of 1202 smears (31.3%) were positive for AFB. Share of various

Figure 3. Presenting complaints in suspected tuberculosis subjects.
Table 1. Sensitivity and Specificity of various sputum smears (N = 601).
Unprocessed
Fluorescent Stain

Unprocessed
ZN Stain

Concentrated
Fluorescent Stain

Concentrated
ZN Stain

Sensitivity (95% CI) 0.81 (0.75 to 0.86) 0.79 (0.72 to 0.84) 0.89 (0.83 to 0.92) 0.80 (0.74 to 0.85)
Specificity (95% CI) 0.96 (0.93 to 0.97) 0.96 (0.93 to 0.98) 0.96 (0.94 to 0.98) 0.97 (0.94 to 0.98)

Table 2. Percent of various grades in sputum smears using different staining methods (N
= 601).
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Sputum Status

1+

2+

3+

Scanty

Negative

Unprocessed Fluorescent Stain

8.5%

7.8%

10.6%

5.3%

67.7%

Unprocessed ZN Stain

10.6%

7.7%

8.8%

4.2%

68.7%

Concentrated Fluorescent Stain

9.8%

10.3%

12.6%

1.8%

65.4%

Concentrated ZN Stain

12.1%

8.2%

7.2%

3.8%

68.7%
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Table 3. Cross tabulation of unprocessed fluorescent and unprocessed ZN stained smears.
Unprocessed Fluorescent

Unprocessed ZN

Culture + ve

Scanty

+1

+2

+3

Neg

Total

Scanty

12

6

1

2

11

32

28

+1

9

31

3

3

5

51

40

+2

1

17

24

4

1

47

46

+3

0

6

17

41

0

64

64

Neg

3

4

1

3

396

407

41

Total

25

64

46

53

413

601

Culture + ve

20

54

45

53

47

Pearson Chi2 (16): 891.4789

219

Pr: 0.0000

Table 4. Cross tabulation of unprocessed fluorescent and concentrated fluorescent
stained smears.
Unprocessed Fluorescent

Concentrated Fluorescent

Culture + ve

Scanty

+1

+2

+3

Neg

Total

Scanty

7

14

4

3

4

32

28

+1

1

16

25

5

4

51

40

+2

0

8

17

21

1

47

46

+3

0

10

13

41

0

64

64

Neg

3

11

3

6

384

407

41

Total

11

59

62

76

393

601

Culture + ve

11

52

57

74

25

Pearson Chi (16): 684.3712

219

Pr: 0.0000

Figure 4. Sputum smears grading of study subjects.
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Figure 5. Comparison of grades of fluorescent and ZN stained sputum smears.

Figure 6. Comparison of grades of direct and concentrated sputum smears.

grades out of total positive smears is plotted. (Figure 5)
When we combined all unprocessed or direct smears (601 Direct Fluorescent
and 601 Direct ZN smears), 382 of 1202 smears (32%) were positive for AFB.
Similarly clubbing the data of all concentrated sputum smears (601 Concentrated Fluorescent and 601 Concentrated ZN smears) 396 of 1202 smears (33%)
were positive for AFB. Share of various grades out of total positive smears is
plotted. (Figure 6)
When we combined all smears that were reported using fluorescent stain (N =
1202; direct 601 and concentrated 601) and those which were reported using ZN
stain method (N = 1202; direct 601 and concentrated 601) the sensitivity of total
124
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fluorescent stains was 0.85 and the sensitivity of total ZN stained smears was
0.80 thus the difference in sensitivity was 5%. The specificity of total fluorescent
and total ZN stained smears was same 0.96 and there was no difference.
When we combined all smears prepared from unprocessed sputum (N = 1202;
fluorescent stain 601 and ZN stain 601) and those prepared with concentrated
sputum (N = 1202; fluorescent stain 601 and ZN stain 601) the sensitivity of all
unprocessed sputum smears was 0.80 and sensitivity of all concentrated sputum
smears was 0.85 so, the difference in sensitivity was 5%. The difference in specificity of total unprocessed and total concentrated sputum smears was only 1%.

5. Discussion
Various factors influence the sensitivity and specificity of direct microscopy for
AFB (Acid Fast Bacilli), like prevalence and severity of the disease, the quality of
specimen collection, the number of mycobacteria present in the specimen, the
method of processing (Direct or concentrated), the staining technique and the
quality of the examination (Microscope operator expertise, time spent for smear
examination) etc. [16] [17]. The reasons for huge variability in sensitivity and
specificity in various studies are also multiple. Methodology is very important as
the sensitivity would be different if different smears are prepared for staining
with ZN and fluorescent stains. How many smears are used to decide the positivity for AFB? Whether gold standard is present? If so, what is the gold standard? If gold standard is culture then what is the quality of culture or how many
cultures were contaminated? Whether blinding is complete? How many technicians are involved? What is the place of study? What is the composition of stain?
What is the thickness of smear etc? In our study we tried to address most of
these issues. We used the same smear for staining with both fluorescent and ZN
stains, so smear related variability is decreased. The gold standard in our study is
most reliable i.e. culture and only 0.5% of the cultures were contaminated. The
study is conducted in the true working set up of the RNTCP and not in a research set up. The blinding for microscopy was practically complete as described
in the methodology.
The sensitivity of Direct or unprocessed fluorescent, direct ZN, Concentrated
fluorescent and Concentrated ZN methods in our study was 0.81, 0.79, 0.89 and
0.80 respectively. In a systemic review [18] of smear reports for AFB from all
over the world the figures of sensitivity reported ranged from 0.52 to 0.97 for direct fluorescent microscopy, 0.32 to 0.94 for direct ZN microscopy method, 0.39
to 0.93 for concentrated fluorescent and 0.44 to 0.98 for concentrated ZN microscopy. So the figures in our study are on the higher side of the reported range.
If we combine all the slides examined with fluorescent microscopy and all the
slides examined with ZN stain method, we find that the sensitivity increases by
5% when fluorescent microscopy is used. This may be because an intense light
source is used in fluorescent microscopy, visibility of the AFB is better and fatigue is also less compared to ZN stain.
The specificity of Direct Fluorescent, Direct ZN, Concentrated Fluorescent
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and Concentrated ZN smears is 0.96, 0.96, 0.96 and 0.97 respectively. This is also
on the higher side of the figures reported worldwide which range from 0.94 to
1.0 for direct fluorescent microscopy, 0.94 to 1.0 for direct ZN method, and 0.91
to 1.0 for Concentrated ZN [19]. If we combine all slides examined with fluorescent microscopy and all the slides examined with ZN staining, then we find that
the specificity of fluorescent and ZN stain microscopy remains same.
There is an increase in sensitivity of 8% with concentration of sputum using
fluorescent microscopy but when ZN stain method is used the increase in sensitivity is only 1%. Data of Direct Fluorescent stain and Direct ZN stain is combined and compared with combined data of Fluorescent stain smears and ZN
stain smears of concentrated sputum, we find the sensitivity of concentrated
sputum smears is 5% more than unprocessed smears and specificity of concentrated sputum smears is 1% more than direct sputum smears.
In our study the sensitivity of concentrated ZN smear is very less compared to
concentrated fluorescent smears and there is not much difference in the specificity of various methods. This may be because we did over-staining of fluorescent
stained smears with ZN stain. In this method some of the bacteria may not
re-stain and some might get washed away because of repeated washing and
staining and so there may be an underreporting of sensitivity of ZN stain [17].
But if this is a real value then the strategy of referring the sputum found negative
on Direct Fluorescent method for concentration microscopy method should be
reviewed because in Microbiology Departments in India Fluorescent stain method is rarely available and so the reporting of concentrated sputum is done using ZN stain. It is suggested by some investigators that with decreasing number
of bacilli the correspondence with culture of both fluorescent and bright field
microscopy decreases. The correspondence of low scanty results on fluorescent
microscopy was poorer compared to low scanty results on ZN staining. The fact
is substantiated in our study where 28 out of 32 (87.5%) scanty results on direct
fluorescent microscopy and 20 out of 25 (80%) scanty results on direct ZN
staining were culture positive though this correspondence increased when sputum was concentrated and all 11 scanty results on Concentrated Fluorescent and
22 out of 23 (96%) scanty results on Concentrated ZN staining were culture positive. Because in our study there does not appear to be any difference in the correspondence of fluorescent and ZN staining, this appears to be a better practice
to get the culture done in cases of scanty sputum results.

6. Conclusion
The sensitivity of testing direct sputum smears for AFB using fluorescent stains
is 2% more compared to ZN stain but specificity of both tests remains almost
same. Concentrating the sputum increases the sensitivity of detecting AFB using
fluorescent stain by 8% without affecting specificity.

Statistical Analysis
The sensitivity of the methods was calculated using the formula “True positive
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i.e. culture positive divided by total test positive smears” and specificity was calculated as “True negative i.e. culture negative divided by total test negative
smears”. Percentage and proportions were calculated using Microsoft Excel.
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